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 Palliative Care (IPPC)? 
 improvement effort aimed at enhancing family-centered care of children living with 
 Development Center, Inc.(EDC), an international non-profit educational research 
chusetts is the lead organization, working in close collaboration with the National 
nd Related Institutions (NACHRI), the Society of Pediatric Nurses (SPN), the 
c Department Chairs (AMSPDC), and the New York Academy of Medicine (NYAM). 
ment, including the implementation of quality improvement projects at seven leading 

d a comprehensive set of interdisciplinary and interactive educational resources aimed 
ily-centered care of children living with life-threatening conditions.  
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ward-winning video series contain more than 25 hours of instructional material 
tric palliative care.  The curriculum consists of five modules, each containing several 
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 PowerPoint slides; evocative videotapes that link curriculum content to the life 
s, and professional caregivers; case-based seminars; helpful tools and resources; and 
s in other institutions. 
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ities and resources/tools that are behaviorally oriented, with the intent of helping 
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materials free of charge, and the ease of access to all materials through the website. 
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erful videotape series through which children and family members speak in their own 
bers as teachers and learners in IPPC retreats  
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 be holding a series of educational retreats throughout the United States and Canada.  
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eonatal units, community coalitions, and other groups serving children and families.  
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